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Abstract
This thesis reports the noise characteristics of the fiber ring lasers, and in particular, those
of the modelocked erbium-doped fiber ring lasers operating under additive pulse mode-
locking(APM) principle. The noise characteristics of the APM lasers operating in the soli-
ton regime and in the non-soliton regime are studied both theoretically and
experimentally. For the non-soliton regime the noise of a stretched pulse laser is investi-
gated. We find that the experimental results agree with the theoretical predictions. We also
find that the timing jitter of the soliton laser is limited by the quantum noise.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Modelocked Lasers
Conceptually, a laser cavity consists of a pair of mirrors which encloses a gain medium.
The lasing frequencies are determined by the gain medium and the resonator. Different
transverse modes exist in the laser cavity. Each of these modes has an infinite set of eigen-
frequencies or longitudinal modes whose frequency spacing is determined by the optical
length of the cavity. The fiber lasers in this thesis are constructed using single mode fiber
so that only the fundamental transverse mode survives. To generate ultra-short laser
pulses, one can simply insert a shutter inside the laser cavity. As shown in Figure 1-1, the
shutter opens for the desired interval, and remains closed for the rest of the cavity round
trip time[l]. In the frequency domain, the function of such a shutter is to force fixed phase
and amplitude relationships between different longitudinal modes. The laser output will be
a well-defined periodic function in time, and is considered to be "modelocked". Mode-
locking leads to a broadened spectrum, or a short pulse.
An approximation to the shutter mentioned above is an intracavity amplitude or
phase modulator. If driven at the cavity round trip frequency, the modulator provides a
periodic loss. A pulse will form in such a way to minimize the modulator loss. Unlike the
ideal shutter, which has infinite loss for all time except the desired pulse duration, the
modulator's periodic loss profile is slowly-varying. Thus, active modelocking
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Figure 1-1: Modelocking via an ideal shutter
with sinusoidal modulation can only provide weak modelocking effects, and cannot gener-
ate sub-picosecond pulses[2].
Passive modelocking, which utilizes a saturable absorber, has been very success-
fully used to obtain sub-picosecond pulses. The loss of a saturable absorber decreases with
increasing intensity. Since its low-intensity "wings" are attenuated more than its high
intensity center, a pulse passing through a saturable absorber is narrowed. Significant
changes in the loss profile of a saturable absorber can occur on the time scale of the pulse
width, thus generating strong modelocking effects. A physical example of a saturable
absorber is an organic dye[3]. Artificial saturable absorbers can be engineered using tech-
niques such as additive pulse modelocking (APM) [4]-[5]. In this thesis, the investigated
modelocked lasers will be APM lasers with erbium-doped fiber as the gain medium.
1.2 Noise of modelocked lasers
Noise is present in the output of the modelocked laser. Some of the noise sources are gain
fluctuations, length and refractive index fluctuations, and the amplified spontaneous emis-
sion (ASE) fluctuations. These sources induce small changes, from pulse to pulse, in tim-
ing (timing jitter), energy, phase, carrier frequency, width, and in some systems, chirp. A
thorough understanding of the noise mechanisms is needed to minimize the fluctuation.
Theoretical studies have been done on the noise of modelocked lasers. D. von der
Linde's work has shown that the noise can be characterized by measuring the power spec-
trum of the photodetector current[6]. The noise characteristics of many lasers systems,
such as the color-center lasers, the colliding-pulse lasers, and Ti:sapphire lasers, have been
characterized using this phenomenological approach[7]-[10]. However, D von der Linde's
study has not considered the physical origins which give rise to these types of noise. Fur-
thermore, his paper has not emphasized the interplay between different types of noise, e.g.
pulse amplitude fluctuation and carrier frequency noise.
Assuming weak saturable absorber action, Haus and Mecozzi proposed a perturba-
tional approach to treat the noise of passively modelocked soliton lasers, an approach
which is closely related to the soliton perturbation theory. Equations of motion for differ-
ent types of noise have been derived. Expressions for timing, amplitude, phase and fre-
quency noise at the quantum limit have been obtained[ 11]. In this thesis we review the
Haus-Mecozzi theory and report the successful observation of this quantum-limited tim-
ing jitter in an all-fiber soliton ring laser. Haus and Namiki have also proposed a theory to
account for the noise of the stretched pulse ring laser. This theory and its supporting
experimental evidences is also included in this thesis.
1.3 Applications of Modelocked Lasers
Potential applications of ultrashort optical pulses span from medical fields to telecommu-
nication industry; from solid state physics to precision instrumentation. For example, opti-
cal coherence tomography (OCT) has been used for depth imaging in the eye[12]-[13]. In
this case a fiber laser has an advantage in power over LED, the most widely used source
for OCT. This power gain may prove immediately useful in this context.
These modelocked lasers may also find use in optical sampling systems where the
profiles of longer pulses(hundreds of femtoseconds to picosecond durations) are observed
by cross-correlating them with a shortened pulse. Such systems may become important if
the research in time-division multiplexed (TDM) terrabit communications continues, as
they allow direct observation of terrabit data sequences at resolutions much higher than
those achievable with streak cameras[14].
A third possible application for modelocked lasers is in precision measurements.
Interferometric schemes are ubiquitous in spectroscopy and in the measurement of the
optical properties of partially transmitting samples. Interferometers also have numerous
applications such as ultra-sensitive motion sensors. Under certain conditions such as short
integration time and low light levels, interferometers can become limited by the shot
noise. The way to overcome this limit is to use squeezed light. If nonlinear mechanisms
are used for squeezing, using pulses is more advantageous than using cw light since the
high peak power of the pulse allows it to experience more nonlinear effects[15]-[18]. The
hope to use squeezed optical pulses to operate an optical fiber gyroscope has been the
main motivation for the funding and the research done on squeezed states at MIT and is an
ongoing project in our group[19].
To successfully utilize modelocked lasers in most of the applications mentioned
above, one must make sure that these lasers are not noisy. The goal of being able to engi-
neer quiet modelocked lasers motivated a thorough investigation of the noise mechanisms
in these lasers. The results of this investigation are presented in this thesis.
1.4 Organization of Thesis
The rest of this thesis will be organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the theory of addi-
tive pulse modelocking. The chapter will concentrate on the soliton laser and the stretched
pulse laser. Chapter 3 discusses the noise theory. The basics of stochastic processes are
reviewed. D. von der Linde's phenomenological approach to the noise of modelocked
lasers is presented. The Haus-Mecozzi noise theory for the soliton laser and the noise the-
ory for the stretched pulse ring laser are then discussed. Chapter 4 presents the experimen-
tal results for both the soliton laser and the stretched pulse laser, and compares them with
each other and with the theories. Chapter 5 ends this thesis with summary and future work.
Chapter 2
The Theory of Additive Pulse Modelock-
ing (APM) in Fiber Lasers
The theory of APM is briefly reviewed in this chapter. Special attention is devoted to the
analytic theories of the soliton laser and the stretched pulse laser.
2.1 Additive Pulse Modelocking (APM)
A saturable absorber, whose loss decreases with increasing optical intensity, is used in
passive modelocking. A pulse passing through a saturable absorber modulates its own
amplitude (Self Amplitude Modulation) and in turn, shortens itself. Because of the fast
response time of these saturable absorbers, passive modelocking can generate femtosec-
ond pulses. However, it is often difficult to find suitable absorbing material, the perfor-
mance of which limits the performance of the modelocking system.
The discovery of artificial saturable absorber (ASA) by Mollenauer and Stolen
[20] in 1984 and the subsequent theoretical studies by Haus [4], [5], [21], [22] revolution-
ized passive modelocking. Mollenaur's soliton laser is shown in Figure 2-la. It contains
two coupled resonant cavities: one is the laser cavity for a synchronously pumped color-
center laser, and the other contains an optical fiber whose purpose is to shape the pulses
into solitons. The sync-pumped system typically gives 8ps pulses, but the external cavity
shortened these pulses to sub-picosecond ones.
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Figure 2-la, The Soliton Laser by Mollenauer et al.
This nonlinear interference between the laser cavity and an auxiliary cavity is the
underlying principle of ASA, now termed Additive Pulse Modelocking (APM). Figure 2-
lb contains a generalized schematic of APM[5]. The auxiliary cavity is on side two of the
mirror. The equations for the wave amplitudes at the mirror are
b I = raI + -r a2  (2.1)
1 2b2 = -rr ra2  (2.2)
where the ai's are the incident waves and the bi's are the reflected waves at the mirror.
Wave b2(t), the time envelope of the reflected wave on side 2, travels through the nonlin-
ear medium, is attenuated by the factor L, and returns as wave a2. Ignoring dispersion in
the auxiliary cavity, and suppressing the round-trip delay, a2 is related to b2 by
a2 (t) = Lexp-j + K a2 2 -a 2 ( 0 )2]}b 2 (t) = Lexp [-j(4 + )] b2 (t) (2.3)
where t=O is the peak of the pulse and 1 is the phase shift induced by the nonlinearity
-) -a2 a 2 (0) 2] , (2.4)
K is a parameter that is proportional to the length of the fiber and the nonlinear index, and
0 is the phase shift of the carrier on reflection. Combining (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3), one
obtains
1
1
{~+ exp j ( + ) ] } a2
1{ r + - exp [j (0 + D) ] } a2
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Figure 2-1 b Schematic of laser cavity and auxiliary cavity
(2.5)
(2.6)
The reflection coefficient from Equations (2.5) and (2.6) is:
b + -exp [j ( + D)]
F - - (2.7)
a 1
1  r+-exp [j(0 + D)]L
Assuming small L and small (D, one obtains
F = r + L( I - r2 e-j (1 -je) (2.8)
When 0=-/rd2 and 4 goes negative, then the reflection decreases. D, as defined in (2.4),
equals to zero at the peak and goes negative in the wings. Thus reflection is maximum at
the pulse center and decreases in the wings. An ASA is constructed and the pulse shortens.
2.1.1 Polarization APM
The lasers studied in this thesis utilizes polarization APM [23], [24]. The basic idea of
polarization APM is illustrated in Fig. 2-2. Elliptically polarized light rotates in the Kerr
medium, a fiber in this thesis, at an angular rate per unit distance proportional to the opti-
cal intensity. A properly aligned polarizer transmits higher intensity with less loss. This
effect can be used to make an ASA. Too much rotation will begin to increase the loss
again, and a transmission characteristic similar to that of the Michelson interferometer will
develop as a function of net phase. The passive modelocking of fiber lasers using this
effect was first experimentally demonstrated by Hofer et al.[23] and is now well-estab-
lished.
ASA based on nonlinear polarization may still be thought of as APM. Elliptical
polarization may be broken down into the circular polarization eigenstates: left and right
hand circular. So in the case of polarization APM in the ring laser the two signals that
form the arms of the interferometer are the two circular eigenstates. The differential non-
linear phase shift between them results in the ellipse's rotation [24].
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Figure 2-2: Nonlinear polarization rotation for artificial saturable absorption
2.2 Analytic Theory of Fiber Soliton Ring Lasers
2.2.1 Laser Schematic
A schematic of the all-fiber soliton ring laser is shown in Fig. 2-3. The laser has a simple
but very robust design: it consists only of erbium-doped fiber(EDF), standard single mode
fiber(SMF-28), and two "rabbit-ear" polarization controllers. A Faraday isolator is
inserted to force unidirectional operation [26]-[28]. The polarization controllers and the
polarizer produce APM action by transforming linear polarization into elliptic polariza-
tion, followed by SPM in the fiber, which rotates the ellipse. The polarizer transforms the
rotation of the ellipse into amplitude modulation. The system in Fig. 2-3 uses a second
polarization controller to compensate for the spurious polarization in the non-polarization
maintaining fiber. Moreover, since the excited states of the erbium ions have very long
relaxation times, the ring laser is not sensitive to the pump noise and gain fluctuation
except at very low frequencies. These features make the ring laser particularly attractive
for noise studies.
2.2.2 Nonlinear Schroedinger Equation(NLSE) [29]
The most important factors affecting the pulse propagation in fiber are group velocity dis-
persion(GVD) and self phase modulation(SPM). Waves of different frequencies travel at
Polarization
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Figure 2-3: All fiber soliton laser schematic
different speeds because of GVD. Expanding the propagation constant 13(co)
(,) = po + • 0+... (2.9)
1" is the GVD. When P" is positive, the GVD is said to be normal. In the normal regime
the lower frequency radiation travels faster. The GVD is anomalous when it is negative
and higher frequency radiation travels faster. SMF-28, for example, has anomalous GVD.
In the circular basis suitable for polarization APM, SPM in an isotropic Kerr medium can
be quantifies as
47tn 2dK- = 2 rId (2.10)
Xff
where n- is the nonlinear index, d is the length of the Kerr medium, X is the wavelength,
and Aeff is the effective area. Pulse propagation in fiber is governed by the nonlinear
Schrodinger equation(NLSE).
.aa a 2 2j = - " - + alla aS 2 at 2 11
where a is
the NLSE
the field, 0" is the GVD, and rl is the nonlinearity. When 3" <0, the solutions to
are solitons. The fundamental or N= 1 soliton is given by:
a (z, t) = ssech jkz
where P =
s 2rnt
k -Z
s 4Z
°
(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
21
2"1:
A characteristic of the soliton is the area theorem:
Area = t s = = ' a (z, t) dt, (2.15)
which for a set of given parameters is a constant. This constraints the pulse width and the
pulse peak power. A perturbed soliton no longer satisfies the soliton area theorem and
sheds dispersive radiation to readjust itself. These dispersive waves may be phase-
matched and generate sharp spectral sidebands. These sidebands introduce instability and
limit the nonlinear phase shift, and place an upper limit on pulse energy and width.
2.2.3 Master Equation[4 ]
In a modelocked laser factors other than GVD and SPM are present. For a soliton laser
APM can be cast into the following master equation:
L = - g+ +jD + (y-ji) a 2  4 (2.16)
where a is the pulse envelope, L is the length of the fiber, I is the loss within the distance L,
g the gain, Qg the filter bandwidth, D the dispersion parameter, y the Self-Amplitude Mod-
ulation(SAM) parameter, 8 the self-Phase modulation(SPM) parameter and g is the satura-
tion parameter of SAM. This equation is very similar to the NLSE. If the extra terms are
small, they can be treated as perturbations to the NLSE. Since the dispersion of SMF-28 is
anomalous, the solution of the master equation is a perturbed soliton.
The exact solution is
a = A sech - (2.17)
The chirp parameter 0 and the pulse width t are constrained by
3 33= - + - +2 (2.18)
2 22-3DP + 2 -2D -3P + Dn1
: = = (2.19)
where
1 8 + yDnS D (2.20)
x 6D,, -y
" P '- (2.21)
D, = - -gD (2.22)
2.3 Analytic Theory of the Stretched Pulse Ring Laser
As mentioned before, in the case of the soliton laser the nonlinear phase shift in one round
trip is determined by the pulse energy and width. This puts an upper limit on the energy
achievable with a soliton of given width, since the nonlinear phase shift in one round trip
is limited by the sideband generation of a periodically perturbed soliton. Such consider-
ation leads to the conclusion that soliton propagation in an all-fiber laser is not desirable.
Preferable is a system in which the pulse maintains minimum pulse width only over por-
tions of the length and accumulates less non-linear phase shift. This is the principle under-
lying stretched pulse APM, which uses segments of large positive and large negative GVD
fibers in the laser cavity.
2.3.1 Laser Schematic
Figure 2-4 shows a schematic of the stretched pulse laser. The ring consists of the erbium
doped amplifying fiber with positive dispersion, and a segment of passive fiber with nega-
tive dispersion. The waveplates are adjusted to provide the elliptic polarization necessary
for the Polarization-Additive Pulse Modelocking (P-APM) [30].
2.3.2 Master Equation for the Stretched Pulse Laser [311' [32]
Though there are large changes in pulse width per round trip in a stretched pulse laser, an
analytic theory can still be derived if the following assumption is made: the pulse can have
large linear changes due to GVD in one round trip, but the nonlinear changes are required
to be small. This assumption is realistic for the stretched pulse laser since the stretching of
the pulse reduces the nonlinearity in the cavity.
Because of the large effects due to GVD, one starts out with a gaussian pulse circu-
lating in the fiber ring with the gain balancing the loss and no other pulse shaping mecha-
nisms. The pulse is transform-limited at the two mirror positions in the loop as shown in
Figure 2-4. The average width of the pulse is the shortest when the positions of minimum
width are centered symmetrically. The pulse experiences maximum nonlinearity, and thus
maximum nonlinear pulse shaping, at these positions. Focusing on the pulse at this partic-
ular position, one can expand the APM modulation into a Taylor series in time, and keep
only up to the quadratic terms. One starts by calculating the nonlinear phase shift across
polarization
controller
isolator
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Figure 2-4: Stretched pulse laser schematic
the pulse integrated around a loop. Ignoring the nonlinear effects, one knows that the
solution to the linear dispersive equation is
a (t, z) where1 (2. 23)
b 0
Ki"
To take SPM into account, one writes Ao as a function of z:
A0 = IA0oe'o (Z)
Here 1 is the nonlinear phase shift and is expressed as:
( = 41cAo1 21b / (2b) e
FI+ X I
t . 1 + x
(2. 24)
(2. 25)
-J-"'*'ý-
t2 1
,,
Figure 2-5 shows that a parabolic approximation could describe the phase depen-
dence over most of the pulse interval. So the phase can be expanded into a Taylor series
and be truncated at the quadratic term. The APM action is proportional to the nonlinear
phase, and can also be approximated by a parabola. Combining the effects of gain(g),
loss(l), dispersion(D), gain dispersion(g/9g 2), SPM(8) and APM, one derives the follow-
ing master equation for the stretched pulse laser:
T = [ + g + + jD + (c -j) [, - IAo128t 2] a (2.26)
aT =-l+g+ (gQ ) at2-
where ( =(D - 1Aol28t 2 , with D = Ao 2 2810og 2Lk ,and Ao the pulse amplitude, is
"2oTO
the nonlinear phase shift. a is a proportionality factor which, when multiplied by the non-
linear phase, represents the APM action; and a net group velocity dispersion exists due to
an imbalance between positive and negative dispersion contributions of the two fiber seg-
ments.
The steady state solution to (2.26) is a gaussian with a chirp parameter(3),
215-'-(I +jP)
a = Aoe 2 1u (t) (2. 27)
with
(g-i) - g +j D(1 +jp) + (a -j) = jD (2. 28)
and
+) 2 = (a -j)Ao 2 8 (2. 29)
From (2.27)-(2.29) two observations can be made. First of all, the product IAo 124 is fixed.
Thus the area theorem for the stretched pulse laser is that the integral of ,, (t) over time
is constant for a given set of parameters. Secondly, the amplitude, width, and chirp of the
steady state pulse obeys the following relation:
S= tan {1arg2 (o( -A2-jD
gQ
Figure 2-5: Parabolic phase dependence over the pulse profile
(2.30)
a
-4 
-2 0 2 4
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Chapter 3
Noise of Modelocked Lasers
This chapter will start with a brief review of stochastic processes. Then it will go to D. von
der Linde's treatment of noise. This first order theory applies to all the continuously-oper-
ating modelocked lasers. However, this approach only allows a quantification of the noises
and does not give any insight into the noise mechanism. The Haus-Mecozzi theory for the
soliton laser and Haus' theory for the stretched pulse laser will then be reviewed and com-
pared. Their physical implications will be discussed.
3.1 Stochastic Processes [33]1 [54]
There are a few ways to view a stochastic process. On one hand one may consider a sto-
chastic process as a collection of random variables indexed in time. In the case of a dis-
crete-time process there are countably infinite number of such random variables. For a
continuous-time process a continuum of random variables must be used.
Another way to view a stochastic process is to express it as a function of x(t,w),
where t is the time index, and w is the event index. Viewed this way, x(t 0,w) with t=to
fixed represents a random variable at the corresponding instant in time. At w= wo, how-
ever, x(t,wo) becomes a particular realization of the stochastic process, or a sample path.
Therefore, one can think of this process as describing experiments, the outcomes of which
yield the entire sample paths. From here on the w dependence in our notation will be
dropped and x(t) will be used.
In general, one needs joint probabilistic description of the stochastic process at dif-
ferent times to obtain its complete characterization. However, the processes studied in this
thesis are independently and identically distributed white noise with a gaussian probability
distribution. The mean and the (auto)covariance are sufficient to completely determine
this type of process. The mean and the covariance are defined as
nx (t) = E[x(t)] (3. 1)
Rxx( t) = E[x(t)x(t +)] (3.2)
where E [x] = fxP (x) dx, and P(x) is the probability distribution of the random variable
x. When measuring the process characteristics in this thesis, one also assumes that the pro-
cess is ergodic, i.e. the time-averaged quantities are accurate representation of the ensem-
ble-averaged statistics. So E[x]'s in (3. 1) and (3. 2), when measured in the laboratory,
denote time averages, and will be denoted by "<>" from here on.
The power in a random process is distributed as a function of frequency. The
power spectral density(psd), or the power spectrum, is used to quantify this distribution.
The power spectrum is formally defined as follows:
Let h(t) be the impulse response of a unit-energy, deal bandpass filter whose fre-
quency response is H (jQ) = J2-/F for ko--ol < _/2, and zero otherwise, and let x(t)
denote the output of this filter when its input is the random process x(t), then the power
spectral density of the process x(t) at Q=•0 is <JX (jQ) 12> = limvar x(t)
E->O
The power spectrum is related to the autocorrelation function via the Wiener-Khinchine
Theorem:
Px(o) f <X (j) 2 xx= R) e- dt (3.3)
i.e., the autocorrelation function and the power spectrum are Fourier transform pairs.
Because of the availability of highly sensitive and accurate RF spectrum analyzers, noise
will be studied exclusively via the power spectrum in this thesis.
3.2 A Phenomenological Approach to the Noise of Mode-
locked Lasers[6]
D. von der Linde treats laser noise as uncorrelated first order deviations from an ideal
pulse train. Let the output of the laser intensity of an imperfectly modelocked laser be:
F(t) = 1 ~ + t+Lt R)+ SF(t) (3. 4)
where f(t) is the temporal intensity profile of the individual pulses in the train, TR is the
pulse round trip time, and 6F(t) represents the fluctuation. In the case of Fourier trans-
form-limited pulses, the noisy laser output to first order can be written as:
F (t) = F (t) + F (t ) A ( t) + Fo' ( t) TRJ ( t) (3. 5)
The first term in (3. 5) is the output of a perfectly modelocked laser; the second term rep-
resents amplitude noise of the laser pulses; and the last term represents the timing jitter
with J(t) being the relative deviation from the average pulse round-trip time T. Random
nature of the laser noise leads to the following power spectrum:
PF (0) = PFo (0)0 [8 (0) + PA (O)] + (O TR) 2 Fo ] P (0) (3.6)
where PA(w) and Pj(w) are the power spectra of A(t) and J(t), respectively. Substituting
PFO () = 2T 2 2nv (3. 7)
into (3.6), one obtains the final expression for the power spectrum of the noisy laser:
PF (0) = (2 X/TR)2) + PA fOp) + (2xp) 22p (0) ]
where ao=(--2I/TR), and t is an integer running from minus to plus infinity.
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(3.8)
Figure 3-1: Noise structures of modelocked lasers,
shaded=energy fluctuation, clear=timing jitter
Equation (3. 8) is illustrated in Fig. 3-1: the summation over g represents a series
of frequency structures(harmonics) centered around o~ with constant spacing Aw-=27/T.
Each structure has three parts. The output from an ideal modelocked laser is the delta
function term. The amplitude fluctuation is represented by the second term. The third term
is the power spectrum of the timing jitter. Notice that the jitter structure is proportional to
92, where ýt is the individual frequency harmonic. This dependence allows one to extract
the power spectra for both the timing jitter and the amplitude noise. When It=0, the jitter
ri
II In
~-----,
il &0.
term vanishes, and the amplitude noise can be measured. On the other hand, the noise
spectrum around the higher order harmonics is dominated by Pj(O), and the jitter can then
be extracted.
In this thesis, the noise is assumed to be zero mean, and the autocovariance with I
=0, or the root mean square(r.m.s.) deviation, is used to quantify the noise. By Parseval's
Theorem:
+oo
(AE/E) 2 = <A2>= PA (o) do (3.9)
--oo
+oo
(At/ T) 2 <j>= fPj ()d) (3.10)
where E is the average pulse energy, and T is the laser cavity round-trip time.
3.3 The Haus-Mecozzi Noise Theory for the Soliton
Laser [11 ]
The Haus-Mecozzi theory starts with the master equation for modelocking:
T aa= 1+g I 2 + ( l 2]a+ TRS (t, T) (3.11)
TR-g at at+
Here, TR is the round trip time; a(T,t) is the electric field amplitude in the resonators, T is
a time variable on the scale of many cavity round-trip times; I is the incremental loss, g is
the incremental gain per pass, Qg is the gain bandwidth; y is the effective saturable
absorber action that is produced by APM, 8 is the Kerr phase modulation, D is the group
velocity dispersion(GVD); and S(t,T) is the noise source[ 1]. Aside from the noise source,
(3.11) is essentially the same as (2.15). Trying the ansatz
a (t, T) = [as (t- to) + Aa (t- to ,T)] exp -jAo 2TR (3.12)
where as (t) = Aosech §), is the pulse width, Haus and Mecozzi have obtained an
equation of motion for Aa, the laser fluctuation.
TR Aa(t-to,T) = g-l+j Ao2+ +jD + (3.13)
2(y-jS)as (t-to) Aa+ ('y-j5)a Aa*-gs f-1 - +--
as (t)
ast)dta (t) (Aa + Aa*) + TRS(t, T)2tA -
where
2
go 2-Ao2
gs = PTR + 2TA 2 2
PsTR
the above equation differs slightly from the one in the original paper in that we no longer
assume the condition -_ to hold. This generalization is possible when both the6 -D
filtering and the APM action may be considered small perturbations of the soliton shaping.
This assumption is particularly well-satisfied in fiber lasers.
For convenience pulse energy is introduced and defined as
wo = as (t) dt = 2Ao ". (3.14)
Expanding the noise in terms of fluctuations of pulse energy(Aw), phase(AO), timing(At),
and frequency(Ap, -p=o-(oo, the deviation from the angular carrier frequency) and using
the corresponding adjoint functions, one may project out the individual noise component
associated with each fluctuation from Aa, and derive its equations of motion. These equa-
tions are listed below:
T w = - 2gs A 2- 2 Aw+ TRS (T) (3.15)
T - 2AwTR7 -- A + TRSe (T) (3.16)
T Ap 4 1 Ap + TRSP (T) (3.17)RT A 2 3 2 )2
T At - 21DIAp + TS (T) (3.18)
g o
The noise sources Si(T) are defined by projecting the respective adjoint functions onto the
noise source S(t,T).
Equation (3.15) shows how the pulse can reach its steady state energy: APM pro-
vides an intensity dependent gain which favors the transmission of high-intensity portion
of the pulse. The pulse energy grows exponentially until gain saturation and filtering loss,
both of which increase with pulse energy, become large enough to suppress this nonlinear
gain. There may be other mechanisms such as saturation of APM mechanism and contin-
uum generation which may provide more effective pulse energy stabilization. For the sake
of simplicity, the Haus-Mecozzi model neglects these mechanisms but it can be easily
extended to include them as well.
According to (3.16), an energy change affects the Kerr phase shift, thus couples to
the phase evolution. (3.17) shows that frequency deviations damp out because the gain of
a pulse whose center frequency is off the gain line center is nonuniform across the spec-
trum and pushes the spectrum back to line center. (3.18) shows the relationship between
the timing jitter and other fluctuations. Because of GVD, a change in pulse frequency
deviation changes the group velocity. A change in pulse energy also changes the group
velocity, through the Kramers-Kronig relation, i.e., change in the gain profile of the EDF
also changes its index profile.
To solve (3.15)-(3.18), we first define the Fourier transform pair as
f(2) = JdTe- Tf(7T); f (T) = -Idenrf () (3.19)
where the long normalization time To has been introduced to avoid the divergence of the
spectrum. We then define the two relaxation times:
F 8 2 2g 6 2 11S= - - 2g + yA 2  A (3.20)3 3o  2DI o TR
1 _4g gS_ 4g (3.21)T p 3 2" 2 R
The energy fluctuations spectrum is
S <IS (0) I2 >
<lAw (Q) 1F> = , ,/2  (3. 22)
the + 1/spectrum is
the frequency fluctuations spectrum is
<lAp ( 2) 12> = (2 ) > (3.23)
2 + 1/
the timing jitter spectrum is:
2 4D 2 <ISP ( > 2 <Aw (Q) 2> <IS, (2) 12<IAt (Q)>= /P2+ 2gTR 2  W 2 + 2 (3.24)2Q2 Q2  / 2  2 2 2 22
The asymptotic behavior for large T is determined by the leading singularity, which has a
spectrum of the form 1/Q2. This corresponds to the random walk, of which the r.m.s. value
is of the form: <lAt (T + To) - At (To) 12> = DT, where Dt is a diffusion constant.
The phase noise spectrum is
6Ao <IS (Q) 1> <IS 0 (-) I>
<IAO (E ) 1> = 2 < 2 +  2 (3.25)
TR w2- 2-+ 1/Ty,
When the pulse train impinges on a photodetector, the kth Fourier component of the detec-
tor current is produced by the beat of two Fourier components of the field amplitude that
are k components apart. Summing over all possible combinations of such beat and
expanding to first order, we obtain the following expression for the kth component of the
detector current:
ik (T) = A 1 + 4  e (3.26)
where A is a scaling constant, and Qo=27r/TR.
If the timing jitter is small, then one can expand the exponential in (2. 16),
ik (T) = A [l + (T) [1 -jk2At (T) ] (3.27)
The corresponding power spectrum is
<ik () > = A 28 ( + 2<Aw () 12>+k 2  2<lAt (1) 12> + (3. 28)
w
jkKo [<At* () Aw () >-<At (0) Aw* (Q) >]1
The above is the same expression as that derived by D. von der Linde[6] neglecting the
cross-correlation terms. The amplitude noise has the same structure around each har-
monic, and the timing jitter grows quadratically with k, where k labels the individual har-
monics.
3.3.1 A Note on the Effects of the Finite Measurement Time on
the Power Spectrum
In reality, an RF spectrum analyzer has a finite integration time so that the timing jitter
power spectrum does not have a singularity at O=0. This can be accounted for by solving
the corresponding transient problem in the time domain. Assuming that the jitter is mainly
due to the frequency shift, we obtain the following from (3.17), and (3.18):
Ap (t) = e " JoS (t') e tdt' (3. 29)
2A lD I
-t'/ <dt "  ( ") / _t (t) dt" (3. 30)
So the power spectrum of At(R) is: (3. 31)
4D 2 2 RT jt T j t'r -t"/T t"' I IIV d e IS /dtv
_--2 k Qo J e dtfo e ' dto e edt"f  "dt"" e "Sp tt dte e dt
Assuming that T >> tp, then the above integral gives:
for Q <> 0,
R 4D2 k2 Q 2D
T 2 o pp
4T  2
2+2 + +
2 + 2"tt 92
(cos (OT) TQ - sin (OT)) ,2
1 p Ip
3
-r
+2
+ 2 Q2 )2 3
P
(3. 32)
and for Q=0,
4D2 2
R = k2 D
T 2 0 pp
S23-
6
372
p +
2
p4 T
p +2
5
4) (3.33)
where <Sp (T) Sp (T') > = DP8 ( T- T') .
It is found that for an RF resolution of 10 Hz(T=O. 1 s) and a wide range of rp's such that
T>>tp, the timing jitter structure does not deviate noticeably except near O=0(Figure 2).
The r.m.s. deviation of Aw and At are given by:
(Aw) 2 1" <lAw (Q) I>dR
(At) 2 1 r+oo>d(At) rins 2 -. <IAt ( ) I >d
(3.34)
(3.35)
(3.34) and (3.35) are used to quantify the noise in this paper.
3.4 The Noise Theory for the Stretched Pulse Ring
Laser [32]
1
The noise theory for the stretched pulse laser is not yet finalized. In this thesis I will
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Figure 3-2: Effect of finite integration time on timing jitter, T=O. Is, tp=0. 17 pIs
present the derivations of the equations of motion for the perturbed pulse parameters. The
implications of these equations of motion will be explored.
The perturbational approach used to develop the noise theory for the stretched
pulse laser is very similar to that used for the soliton laser. One starts out by adding a noise
source S(T,t) to the master equation so that (2. 22) now becomes:
T =5 + Oa s(T, t) (3. 36)
where I + g + +jD + (o-j) [ - Ao28t 2]
Perturbing (3. 36) by letting a-> a+Aa, one obtains:
T -- Aa = OAa + AOa + S (T,t) (3.37)
To solve (3. 37), one expands Aa, and project out different contributions for each
perturbation parameter using the adjoint function. One first expands Aa as a superposition
of the complete set of hermite gaussians:
2
Aa= I cu(,u,(~J ) eJ +AcC (T, t) (3.38)
n =0
where un is the nth order hermite gaussian function, and cn is the weight that is associated
with it. The first term on the right hand side of (3. 38) represents the three lowest order
hermite-gaussians and characterizes the pulse perturbation. The second term is the contin-
uum, and will be ignored in this analysis, just like in the soliton case.
The expansion functions are defined as follows:
fA (t) = jUot ) (3. 39)
f (t) = ju_ (3. 40)
ft (t) = u (3.41)
fp(t) = 1+u (3.42)
(t) = 8(1 3) (3.43)
8 (1+j ) 2( 'J+ j
Contrary to the soliton noise theory, (3. 39)-(3. 43) are not all pair wise in quadrature. Tak-
ing this into account, the adjoint projection functions are
fLA (t) = u (3.44)
Lo ( t) = -j 1 au (3. 45)
{_ (t) = (1 +jI3) uI (3.46)
f ( .) 1 1 1 + 8u (3. 47)f((t) =j + 2 (3.46)
-P Ao -t2 1
L(t) = -1 (1 + j) 3/2 ( (3.48)
2A 0 '
fL(t) = j A1 1 + j (3. 49)
If the perturbation is slow, then the pulse must obey the master equation for all
times. From (2.26) one deduces that P, the chirp parameter of a pulse obeying the master
equation, is a constant for a set of given system parameters. Therefore 3 is time-invariant
when the perturbation is adiabatic. Similarly, IAolt 2 is also invariant. This invariance
implies that the change in pulse width is related to the change in amplitude via
AAz + 2TA A' = 0 (3. 50)
Because of these invariances, the six perturbed pulse parameters are reduced to
four. By projection, one derives the equations of motion for these four pulse parameters:
pulse energy(Aw), phase(AO), timing(At), and frequency(Ap, -p=w-o o, the deviation from
the angular carrier frequency). They are listed below:
TR Aw = 2w A w - 3 2 2 S (3.51)
TR AO = - A - + + TRS (T) (3.52)R' 0 [AT T 2g T 2 TR2
TR A = -4(1+32) g 2 Ap+TRS (T) (3.53)
TR t =_ 4 4DIAp-40 Ap+ TRSt(T) (3.54)
where
Si(T) = ReS(t, T)f dt (3.55)
and
S= 21S + -ZS (3.56)
Notice that because the adjoint functions are not pair-wise in quadrature, certain noise
sources, for example So and St, are correlated.The importance of this correlation will be
discussed in Chapter 4.
The similarity between Equations (3. 51)-(3. 54) and equations (3. 15)-(3.18) are
apparent. Like (3.15), (3. 51) shows that the energy fluctuation relaxes via changes in gain
and the APM actions caused directly by a change in amplitude or indirectly by a change in
pulse width. (3. 52) shows that the phase changes because of a change in the Kerr SPM
due to a change of amplitude and pulsewidth. If the pulse if chirped, then the gain filtering
affects the phase by removing the extreme frequency components. (3. 53) shows that the
carrier frequency deviation is damped out by the gain filtering. Finally, (3. 54) shows that
the frequency change affects the timing because of the effects due to GVD. Filtering can
shift the pulse position if the pulse is chirped and the carrier frequency deviates from the
filter center frequency by removing the frequency components preferentially.
Unlike in the case of the soliton perturbation theorem, the present formalism can-
not be used to treat the continuum generation of the stretched pulse laser. This is because
our master equation for the stretched pulse laser contains a parabolic potential well, which
is valid only over the pulse interval. The continuum lies outside of this well, and does not
obey the master equation. In particular, while expanding the continuum in terms of the
hermite-gaussians is valid, the dispersion relations for such expansion are not predicted by
the master equation. Finding a rigorous treatment for the continuum of the stretched pulse
laser is a challenge, and deserves some research efforts.
Chapter 4
Experiments on the Noise Characteristics
of the APM Lasers
4.1 Experimental Setup
A 980nm diode laser is used as the pump source for the soliton laser shown in Fig-
ure 2-3. The pump power is 50 mW. The length of the ring is 4.8 meters, which leads to a
42MHz repetition rate. A Master Oscillator Power Amplifier(MOPA)[34] is used as the
pump source for the stretched pulse laser shown in Figure 4-10. The pump power is 500
mW. The repetition rate is 36 MHz. Both lasers are shielded with foam to minimize length
and refractive index fluctuations due to thermal effects. The remainder of the experimental
setup is shown in Figure 4-1. Through a movable mirror, the collimated laser output is
either sent into an HP Optical Spectrum Analyzer(OSA) to measure its optical spectrum,
or a fast photodetector. The power spectrum can be obtained by feeding the photodetector
output to an Advantest R3562 RF Spectrum Analyzer. No effort has been made to stabilize
the laser externally.
I Collimated Laser Output
Movable
V mi
Computer
Figure 4-1: Experimental setup
4.2 Noise of the Soliton Laser
4.2.1 Experimental Results and Analysis [451' [46]
Figure 4-2, the optical spectrum of the laser output, shows that the output has Kelly
sidebands but no cw light[7],[8],[35],[36]. Using these Kelly sideband and assuming a
sech profile, we computed a pulsewidth (t) of 170 fs. Autocorrelation measurement con-
firms this
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Figure 4-2: The optical spectrum of the soliton laser output
result. Figure 4-3 shows the Oth harmonic of the laser detector current's power spectrum.
This harmonic has no timing jitter. The structure that occupies the frequency range of [-
400 Hz, 400 Hz] is identified to be the amplitude fluctuation due to components of the
pump noise that are slow compared with the erbium ion's relaxation time. The noise at
very low frequencies is buried under the signal, and is ignored for now. Through the
Kramers-Kronig relation, amplitude fluctuations cause a timing jitter which can be calcu-
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Figure 4.3: Harmonic 0 of the soliton RF spectrum
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lated using (3.24). Because the pump noise spectrum is not sharply peaked, we are justi-
fied to use an infinite integration time when calculating the timing jitter. The symmetry in
the timing jitter spectra(Figures 4-4-4-6) shows that the cross-correlation between Aw and
At is negligible. Using (3.24) and (3.28) but ignoring the cross-correlation terms, we have
computed the jitter due to this amplitude noise and find that an additional white noise
source must be present in order to explain the jitter structure at frequencies greater than
400 Hz(Figure 4-4). To quantify this white noise jitter, (3.32) and (3. 33) have been used
to fit the experimental data at frequencies greater than 400 Hz, with tp and Dpp as fitting
parameters. tp is found to be 0.17 gs.
By adding both pump noise jitter and white noise jitter structures to Harmonic 0,
one can predict the higher harmonics. Figure 4-5 overlays the experimentally measured
Harmonic 35(dashed line), with the predicted Harmonic 35(solid line). The agreement is
excellent. Figures 4-6 shows the same excellent agreement for Harmonic 25.
Equation (3.35) is used to quantify the timing jitter. The r.m.s value of the timing jit-
ter due to white noise and the one due to pump noise are calculated separately. Taking into
account the resolution bandwidth of the RF, we use the following relationship to fit the jit-
ter data:
Pn ) = (2tk) 2( (4. 1)AQ P TT('S O
where Pj(Q) is the noise spectrum, and Po is the peak power of the signal.
From the fitting, the jitter due to white noise is 27 ppm of the round trip time(0.65
ps), as shown in Figure 4-7. No method is available to accurately extract the very low fre-
quency amplitude fluctuations which are buried under the signal. Because of its 1/K2
dependence, timing jitter at these frequencies can have a significant effect. If zero ampli-
tude fluctuation is assumed for Aw at these very low frequencies, the r.m.s. jitter is 25
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Figure 4-7: Timing jitter due to white noise, jitter=27 ppm
ppm of the round-trip time. The jitter is still low compared with those reported previously
[13]-[19].
A similar analysis can be used to extract the amplitude noise.Two amplitude noise
structures have been observed. One of them is the pump noise, as mentioned before. The
noise contribution from this structure is about 0.05% of the average pulse energy. The
other structure, as shown in Figure 4-8, spans a wider frequency range and is observed
with a resolution bandwidth of 3 KHz. This structure contributes about 0.14% of the pulse
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energy. If we assume that this structure has a white origin and do a fit using (3. 23), T1
found to be 1 gps.
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Figure 4-8: Energy fluctuation of the soliton laser
4.2.2 Comparison Between Theory and Experiments
The spontaneous emission noise(quantum noise) can be modelled by a white noise
source with correlation [6], [35],[36]
<Sq (T, t) S, (T', t') > = gOhv (T- T) (t t) (4. 2)
where 0 is the enhancement factor due to incomplete inversion of the medium. The differ-
ent components of this noise are
1
<Si, qn (T) Sh, qn (T')> = Di, qn8i, (T- T')
with diffusion constants:
2gDw = 4w O- hUw, qnz 0 T
0, qn
2 9
- -h
p, qn 3 w T2 TR
t h3w I
o
n2 2 2gD = 0 h,t, qn 3w TO R
(4.4)
(4. 5)
(4.6)
(4.7)
Noise induced by spontaneous emission can be calculated by solving Equations (3.22)-(3.
25) using (4.2)- (4.5) as the noise sources.
An expression for the r.m.s value of the quantum limited timing jitter has been
derived by Haus and Mecozzi. It is:
<IAt(T+ TO) - At(T)I> =
is give
2
4D 2  3( T
2 D ,qn Z1-l+e (4.8)
where Dp, qn is given by (4. 6), and T is the integration time(=0. 1 second in our experi-
ment).
In our case T >> tp, so (4. 8) becomes
2
2 4D D
1> = D qnT
2 p, qn p
R
(4.9)
Here t= 170 fs, D=-0.0768ps 2, g=0.79, wo= 175pJ, round trip time TR= 24 ns and zp=0.17
(4.3)
" At
= 4 1+ If 6ht4 ( 2I+2 0T2go R
<lAt(T+ To) -At(T)
gs from fitting of the experimental data. At 980 nm, 0 is greater than two. If 0=2 is used,
the r.m.s value of the quantum-limited timing jitter is 20ppm of the round-trip time. If
0=2.6 is used, then the jitter is 27 ppm, which is identical to the experimental value. Good
agreement has been reached when quantum noise is plotted against experimental data(Fig-
ure 4-9). Thus, the timing jitter with a white noise origin is induced by spontaneous emis-
sion fluctuations.
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Figure 4-9: Theoretically predicted quantum jitter and experimental data
1000
for harmonic 35
Equation (4. 9) also indicates that the r.m.s jitter has the form of a random walk, i.e.
the jitter value increases linear with T. We have also measured the jitter using a measure-
ment time of 0.025 seconds. The resulting At/T induced by the white noise is found to be
I lppm. Thus, consistent measurement time is necessary in order to compare the measured
jitter values of different laser systems. The measured and calculated jitters are summarized
in the Table 4-1:
Table 1: Summary of different timing jitter values for the soliton laser
Tmeas CalculatedTmeas Measured White Pump Noise
(second) Quantum Jitter/Noise Jitter(ppm) (ppm) Jitter(ppm)0=2 (ppm)
0.1 27 20 >25
0.025 11 10
Similarly, one can take the Fourier Transform of (3. 23), and derive the autocovari-
ance of the energy fluctuation:
<Aw(T+T) Aw(T) >="D e (4. 10)
where D, w is given in (4. 4). The r.m.s. value of energy fluctuation is , and is
found to be 0.04%. This value is three times smaller than the one calculated in the previ-
ous section(0. 14%). The presence of other noises, such the gain fluctuation, might be able
to account for the discrepancies.
4.3 Noise of the Stretched Pulse Laser [47]
Figure 4-10 shows a schematic of the laser in its "reverse operation". Output coupling is
provided by three 3.3% output ports. The net dispersion of the laser is 0.009 ps 2. The cav-
ity round trip time is 27.7 ns, and the average pulse power is 0.45 mW at port 2. By revers-
ing the isolator and the order of the waveplates, one can operate the laser in its "forward"
direction, an operation whose average pulse power at port 3 is 1.04 mW. The erbium fiber
is pumped by a master-oscillator/power amplifier (MOPA) diode operating at 980 nm.
This pump is essential to achieve low noise performance.
Figure 4-11 shows an optical spectrum of the laser output in its forward regime. Fig-
ure 4-12 & Figure 4-13 show a set of spectra of the Ist and 35th harmonic produced by the
laser operating in the forward direction. The white noise jitter is too small to be quantified
exactly. Figures 4-14 and 4-15 show the Ist and 35th harmonic produced by laser operat-
ing in the reverse direction. The white noise jitter is 4 ppm of the round-trip time. Two
energy fluctuation structures have been found for both operations. For the reverse opera-
tion, the narrow-band structure that spans 400 Hz is determined from the first harmonic,
and is 0. 16%(Figure 4-14). The one that spans 400 KHz gives a fluctuation of 0.05%(Fig-
ure 4-16). For the forward operation the energy fluctuations are 0.2% and 0.08%, respec-
tively. By adjusting the polarization controllers, one can also bias the laser so that the jitter
structure is more visible, as shown in Figure 4-17. In this case the jitter is 19 ppm. The
sharp spikes, which are present in all the graphs, are spaced about 420 Hz apart, and could
be due to an external vibrating source.
4.4 Comparison between the Soliton Laser Noise and the
Stretched Pulse laser Noise
Figure 4-17 shows that, unlike the noise structures for the soliton laser, the structure
for the stretched pulse laser is asymmetric. Because the amplitude noise structure has a
sharp cutoff at low frequencies, the asymmetry of the structure shown cannot be due to the
energy-timing cross-correlation in (3. 28). One must conclude that the timing jitter struc-
ture of a stretched pulse laser can be made asymmetric. This feature is expected since the
expansion functions (3. 39)-(3. 43) and their adjoints (3. 44)-(3. 49) are not all pair-wise
orthogonal. In particular, fp and ft, the expansion functions for the frequency deviation and
the timing jitter, are both first order gaussians. So the driving noise sources Sp and St are
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correlated. Since Ap affects At by (3. 53), the correlation <Sp(9)St*(Q)> contributes to the
timing jitter psd, and causes the asymmetry.
Another feature of the stretched pulse output is its low timing jitter, comparing to
the soliton laser. For the forward operation the jitter can be made negligibly small(Figure
4-13), and for the reverse operation the jitter is as low as 4 ppm(Figure 4-15). This can
again be explained by the noise theory. The two timing jitter noise sources: GVD effect
and filtering effect, both have smaller magnitudes in the case of the stretched pulse laser.
The GVD of the tested stretched pulse laser is an order of magnitude smaller than the
GVD of the soliton laser. Furthermore, the GVD of the stretched pulse laser can be zero,
thus eliminating the effects from this noise origin altogether. The filtering action also has a
smaller impact on the stretched pulse laser than on the soliton laser, even though the out-
put from the former is slightly chirped. This is because the filter bandwidth of the former
is much wider than that of the latter. The impact of filtering on the timing jitter is inversely
proportional to the filter bandwidth.
Finally, the stretched pulse laser even has smaller amplitude fluctuations as well.
This is very surprising: the laser undergoes large changes per round trip, and must be more
susceptible to external perturbations than the soliton laser. This surprise can be explained
if one assumes that the dominant cause of the amplitude noise is the amplified spontane-
ous emission. The stretched pulse laser has higher output power, thus more photons. So
the effects due to one photon is not as large as in the soliton case. Indeed, the very low fre-
quency structure due to the pump noise is larger than the one in the soliton case even
though the MOPA is quieter than the pump diodes. This is an indication that if the magni-
tudes of the noise sources relative to the pulse power are comparable, the stretched pulse
laser output will experience more amplitude fluctuation than the soliton laser output.
Chapter 5
Summary and Future Work
5.1 Summary
In this thesis we have investigated, both theoretically and experimentally, the noise char-
acteristics of APM lasers, especially those of the soliton laser and the stretched pulse laser,
In chapter 2 we have reviewed the theory of APM in fiber lasers. APM is first qualitatively
described. We then reviewed the master equations of the soliton laser and the stretched
pulse laser. In chapter 3 we have reviewed the noise theory of modelocked lasers. We first
presented the background information in stochastic processes that is necessary to under-
stand the random nature of the noise. D. von der Linde's phenomenological approach is
then presented. The Haus-Mecozzi noise theory for the soliton laser and the noise theory
for the stretched pulse laser are described. Both are perturbational approaches, and both
provided physical insights into the noise mechanisms for these lasers. Chapter 4 describes
the experimental results and analysis. The experimental results confirm the theoretical pre-
dictions. Comparison between the two lasers revealed striking similarities in terms of their
noise characteristics.
5.2 Future Work
A disadvantage of extracting the noise structures from the power spectrum is that fre-
quency fluctuation and phase noise are lost. One way to detect these types of noises is to
use a cascade of Fabry-Perot interferometers to isolate the Oth harmonic of the pulse spec-
trum. The fluctuations in phase and frequency can then be characterized [ll].
Another drawback of noise characterization via the power spectrum is the cutoff
frequency of the fast photodiode detector and the RF spectrum analyzer, a cutoff which
limits the use of the power spectrum method to low repetition rate lasers. The cutoff of the
fast detector is usually around 1 GHz, but could be made as high as 40GHz, though the
signal to noise ratio (SNR) at high frequencies is not good enough to study lasers with
noise characteristics comparable to the ones presented in this thesis. Some RF spectrum
analyzers have ranges up to 50 GHz, though the resolution bandwidth(RBW) at higher
frequencies is not nearly as good as the one for frequencies less than 5 GHz. The combina-
tion of poor SNR of the detector and limited RBW of the spectrum analyzer make apply-
ing the present methodology to the high repetition rate laser impossible.
An example of a high repetition rate laser is the Asynchronously Modelocked laser
[48], which can operate around 1 GHz. In this case only lower harmonics can be detected
accurately, and the k2 frequency dependence of the timing jitter structure may not be dis-
cerned. A possible solution is first demonstrated by Mollenaur [49], [50] to measure the
Gordon-Haus jitter[35] in long-haul telecommunications. The power spectrum of an ideal
pulse train has an envelope determined only by the pulse duration and the pulse shape. Jit-
ter in the time domain leads to multiplication by a random phase factor in the frequency
domain. The time average of this random phase pattern leads to a reduction in this enve-
lope. Assuming that the jitter has a gaussian distribution, the reduction is also a gaussian
as a function of frequency. The rms value of the jitter can then be calculated by comparing
the measured envelope with the ideal envelope. Because only the envelope is needed, the
limitations imposed by the detector and the RF spectrum analyzer are not important.
However, for very high repetition rate systems such as self-regenerative mode-
locked laser [51] or time division multiplexing (TDM) [14], the repetition rate can be as
high as 100 GHz. Power spectrum cannot be used to characterize noise in these systems
because only the first few harmonics can be measured.
Though frequency domain methods become impractical to extract the noise of the
high-repetition rate laser sources, time domain methods can be used for such purpose. One
method is to take the cross-correlation of two pulses that are spaced n pulses apart[55].
Such measurement usually results in an envelope with a fringe pattern underneath it. If the
energy of the second pulse differs from the first pulse, and/or if the timing of the second
pulse deviates from the round-trip time, there will be a shift in the fringe pattern under-
neath the envelope. A very noisy laser leads to a very big shift in the fringe pattern. Since
there is no restoring force, the timing jitter of a passively modelocked laser is a random
walk. So a sufficiently long delay between the two pulses will eventually produce a detect-
able shift in the fringe pattern. This method should be practical for very high repetition
rate lasers since the coherence times of these lasers may be long enough comparing to
their repetition rates so that cross-correlation is possible.
The next challenge will be to improve the noise performance of these lasers, and to
use these low noise sources in different applications. Squeezing experiments, for example,
can definitely benefit from these sources. Hopefully this thesis will prove to be useful
towards these purposes.
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